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1. In addition to 5FM’s standard Competition Terms and Conditions, the below conditions 

also apply for The Lumineers Meet the Band Monday competition conducted on 5FM.  

a. The competition runs on Monday, 17 April 2017 on 5FM Breakfast (which airs 

from 05h00 to 08h00), Hamman Time (which airs from 08h00 to 10h00), The 

Thando Thabooty Show (which airs from 10h00 to 13h00), The Forbes & Fix 

Show (which airs from 13h00 to 16h00) and The Roger Goode Show (which airs 

from 16h00 to 19h00). 

b. The competition will take the form of a daily quiz that will identify one winner on 

The Roger Goode Show.   

c. To participate in the quiz, contestants will be required to call the studio when 

prompted to do so.  

d. 5FM Breakfast will take two contestants to air. The two contestants will compete 

against each other in a quiz consisting of three questions. The contestant with the 

most correct answers will go through to the next round on the following show. 

The winner in the following show will go through to the next show and so on. The 

entrant that successfully prevails at the end of the day will be announced as the 

winner. 

i. In the event of a tie, a tie-breaker question will determine the winner. 

a. Should an entrant successfully win one round but lose subsequent rounds they 

will be permitted to re-enter the competition during the day. 

e. The prize is four general access tickets to The Lumineers concert at the Ticketpro 

Dome in Johannesburg on Friday, 28 April 2017 and four passes to meet The 

Lumineers. 

f. The prize excludes travel, accommodation, drinks, food and any items and/or 

costs not detailed in the prize description above. 

g. The winners must able to take up their prize on the concert date, which is Friday, 

28 April 2017. 

h. The prize is not transferable, exchangeable or redeemable for cash. 5FM and the 

prize sponsors accept no responsibility for any variation in the value of any prize. 

If the prize is unavailable, for whatever reason, 5FM and the prize sponsors, in its 

discretion, reserves the right to substitute the prize for a prize of equal value 

and/or specification. To the extent permitted by law: (a) 5FM and the prize 

sponsors make no representations or warranties as to the suitability of the Prize; 

and (b) no compensation will be payable if, for any reason, a winner is unable to 

use the prize as stated. 
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i. 5FM will supply the winner with four general access tickets to the Johannesburg 

concert and Big Concerts will contact the winner to make the arrangements for 

the meet and greet opportunity. 

j. 5FM and Big Concerts accept no responsibility should the band cancel the meet 

and greet opportunity.  

 

 


